Bark Fiber Codex Paper
The Hidden Codex is constructed on plant fiber that is covered with plaster for painting.

The Hidden Codex
fiber substrate base

This type of writing surface is called Amate paper from the amate ficus that forms the base layer.
It starts with processing raw fig fibers from the ficus tree family, the ficus aurea. Ficus aurea grows in Florida, the
Caribbean and Mexico, and is also known as the strangler fig.

The bark paper found in the tomb at Huitzilapa is
made from Ficus tecolutensis.1 also known as Ficus
aurea
The woven mat is constructed by soaking the fibers,
straightening them out, and then pounding them flat
in a large crossing pattern. The fiber strands are
strung or woven into mats and then applied with a
white plaster limestone paste surface for painting.

ficus aurea

Amate tree growing in Guerrero
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Other Codex Documents on Bark Fiber Paper:
Four Maya codex documents use this construction method: The Dresden, The Grolier, The Madrid, and The Paris.

Codex Dresden: The chalk-coated writing material, amatl , is a paper-like matter produced
2
from fig-tree fiber by means of soaking and beating .

The Grolier Codex is constructed of 13th-century amatl paper and contains
3
thin red lines outlining the paintings.

Fiber substrate is visible at the lower left of the image.

The Madrid Codex was made from a long strip of amate paper that was folded up accordion-style.
This paper was then coated with a thin layer of fine stucco, which was used as the painting surface4

Paris Codex is very poorly preserved, comprising a number of
fragments;[5] the lime plaster coating of the codex is badly eroded at the edges5

The Aubin Tonalamatl (bark paper [or book] of the days) was used by Aztec priests in a
divination ritual. Tonalli means “day” and amatl refers to paper made from the inner bark of
trees of the genus Ficus. The work contains a religious calendar of 260 days, the
Tonalpohualli, which was used as a ritual and daily devotional for the celebration of holidays
6
and served as the basis of astrological birth-chart predictions.
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Although its production and distribution were banned during the Spanish
colonization, clandestine manufacture and ritual use persisted among a
few indigenous groups.8

The Amate paper was
produced primarily in
the area near the
modern state of
Morelos where the
Ficus trees grow well in
the climate. Stone
beater tools have also
been found near amate
trees.

Of approximately 500
conserved codices,
around 16 are preHispanic and are made
of bark paper (INAH,
1979).

Most Spanish chronicles about New Spain mention the use of books by indigenous people. These books, called codices,
attracted the attention of Spanish missioners such as Bernal Díaz del Castillo and Fra. Bernardino de Sahagún and
Spanish chroniclers such as Pedro Mártir de Anglería, who recorded the indigenous papermaking knowledge . The
codices were made from a great variety of materials, including animal skins and plants, such as maguey (Agave
Americana), bark from the rubber tree (Castilloa Elastica), palm fibers from a palm called izótl (Yucca sp.) and bark from
the Ficus sp 9
Modern bark fiber is still being produced in Uganda
from the ficus tree. This sample closely resembles the
construction of the Hidden Codex base layer fiber mat.
That's where BARK CLOTH® has completely connected the dots
for us. Beginning in the eco-certified farms of Uganda, the cloth is
cultivated from Mutuba trees (also known as Ficus natalensis). It
is made from 100% plant fiber and each piece is made from the
bark of just one tree, making them all unique from one another.
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Summary:
This research has shown that it is more likely that fig bark paper than other types is the backing layer fiber in the codex.
The construction on fig bark paper is consistent with other Maya and Aztec codex documents of the period although
Mixtec documents seem to have been mostly constructed of animal skin, there are many examples of amatl paper being
used for Aztec and Maya codices to not rule out the possibility.
Although it has been reported that blank unused fig bark amatl paper was discovered with codices in caves, it has yet to
be produced or documented to have occurred.
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